
The LT995 will allow mechanic to turn timing gear when
timing belt adjustment is needed. Aids in removal and
replacement of timing gears and serpentine belt pulleys.
Includes 6 sets of interchangeable composite inserts
which safely grip timing gear teeth.

Performs timing gear removal by preventing rotation of
timing gear sprocket while retaining nut or bolt are
removed. Prevents camshaft rotation during timing gear
removal eliminating valve/piston interference and
subsequent damage. Securely grips all serpentine belt
pulleys. US Patent No. 7,077,036B1.

Each composite
insert now mounts and swivels on 2 pins located on
the head of wrench for a secure fit and greater grip.

LT995 Timing Gear Pliers

The Funnel Lok hands-free funnel holder is a simple,
yet revolutionary tool designed to hold any standard-
size funnel firmly in place--making it easy to transfer
gasoline, oil, coolant, or any other fluids and powders
without slipping or spilling. Provides a stable “third
hand”. Shaped like a pair of pliers with spring torque
action, the Funnel Lok features four stabilizing prongs
that can be inserted into any container or tank opening
from 1 ¼” to 2 ¼” in size. This creates a steady base
for the funnel to be held securely in place by the
adjustable rings. Made of durable ABS material. Allows
the air to vent, which eliminates the risk of blow back.
It not only prevents spills of potentially hazardous
chemicals, but its hands-free design allows containers
to fully drain.
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LT940 Gas Tank Fuel Pump Removal Tool

This tool removes plastic fuel pump retaining rings. Universal
adjustable design fits most plastic retaining rings.

Prevents damage to original retaining ring. Use with a ½”
drive extension and ratchet. Use to re-install old retaining ring.

Increased length
of ears and slots in ears allow for wider application for more
secure fit when grabbing teeth around fuel pump retaining
rings.

ratchet & extension
not included

LT-800 Inflatable Dent Remover - 2 pieces

The LT-800 Inflatable Dent Remover uses hand pumped air pressure to push dents out
from the inside of door and fender panels. Comes in 2 sizes: The LT-805 (8" x 8" Square
Inflatable Dent Remover) is for removing dents in tight corners or along welded seams
and panel edges. The LT-810 (14" x 8" Oblong Inflatable Dent Remover) is for longer
more accessible large dents. Each bag has 5 feet of air hose with oversize hand pump
bulb for long reach. Perfect for paintless auto body repair. Universal applications for all
automotive and truck door and body panel repair. Eliminate high points caused by body
slide hammers and picks. Pushes dents out to their normal shape eliminating excessive
bondo and sanding work. A real material and time saver.
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LT999 SAE Thread Chaser Socket Kit

Recondition threads on SAE high pressure male/female fittings. Hollow end tap
slides over flared end of line for easy re-threading female connector. Compact
design with pass through bored out center hole on each socket. Allows thread
reconditioning with flared tip supply line inside pressure fitting. Ideal for gas,
AC, and liquid high pressure fittings common in heavy equipment, trucking,
marine and aircraft industries. Easy hand operation with supplied handle.

INCLUDES SIZES:

LT999-5
up close

5/8” - 18UNF
3/4” - 16UNF
7/8” - 14UNF
1” - 14UNF

1-1/16” - 14UNF

NEW PRODUCT


